
The USA – АҚШ
Future Perfect Tense – 
Аяқталған келер шақ



     The  Future  Perfect Tense / Аяқталған келер шақ
       
      Future Perfect шағы болашақта  белгілі бір сəтке дейін 
орындалып қоятын іс-əрекетті білдіреді.  
       Future Perfect   шағында уақыт мезгілін көрсететін мына 
сөздер қолданылады: by 5 o’clock – сағат беске таман, by 
Saturday – сенбіге дейін , by the 15th of December – он бесінші 
желтоқсанға дейін, by the end of the year –жыл соңына қарай, 
by that time – сол уақытқа қарай.
       Future Perfect   to have көмекші етістігінің келер шағы 
(shall have, will have) жəне  негізгі етістік есімшенің  өткен  шақ  
формасы (Participle ІI)  арқылы жасалады (яғни дұрыс 
етістікке -ed жалғауы жалғанады, бұрыс етістіктің  ІІІ 
формасы  қолданылады).



He will have cought some fish by the 
evening 

They will have got a diploma 
by the end of the year

Tom will have translated 
the article by Monday  



Affirmative form  Interrogative form   Negative form

I will have worked
You will have worked
He (she, it) will have 
worked

Will I have worked?
Will you have worked?
Will he (she, it) have 
worked?

I will not have worked
You will not have  worked
He (she, it) will not have 
worked

We will  have worked
You will have worked
They will have worked

Will we have worked?
Will you have worked?
Will they have worked?

We will not have worked
You will not have worked
They will not have worked



1. By 9 o'clock, we _______________________ 
(finish) our homework. 

2. They _______________________________(leave) 
the classroom by the end of the hour. 

3. We _________________ (go) home by next week. 

4. She __________________________ (return) from 
the excursion by 6 o'clock. 

5. _______________________________ (buy / he) 
the new house by October? 

6. The sun ________________(not / rise)by 4 o'clock. 

Exercise 1. Open the brackets using the verbs  in Future  Perfect Tense 



The  USA
Vocabulary

1.square –шаршы
2.skyscraper- көп қабатты көк түсірген үйлер
3.storey –қабат
4.distinct –жекеше, ерекше
5. minerals –минералдар
6.coal –көмір 
7.iron –темір
8.copper –мыс 
9.lead –қорғасын

10.zinc –мырыш
11.branch –сала
12.heavy –ауыр
13.develop –жетілдіру



          The United States of America is situated in the central part of North 
American continent. It borders on Canada in the north and on Mexico in 
the south.
The waters of the Atlantic Ocean wash the USA in the east and the waters 
of the Pacific Ocean wash the country in the west. The Hawaiian Islands 
are in the Pacific Ocean.



       Washington is the capital of USA. English is the official 
language. Its population is over 249 million people.



America has fifty states and one federal District of 
Columbia where the capital of the country is situated.



      The flag of the USA known as the “Stars and Stripes”. It has 
13 horizontal stripes,7 red and 6 white which stand for the 

original 13 states. In the top left hand corner there are 50 white 
stars on a blue background: one star for each state.



 The largest cities are:
New York, Atlanta, Boston, Houston, 

Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia, 
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Baltimore.



 

▪  
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▪  
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This great country has a lot of mountains, rivers, lakes. 
The longest river is the Mississippi – Missouri, 6,019 kilimetres.



        The highest peak is Mount McKinley.



Exercises



Where  will  you  have  traveled  in  future  
and  why?

By  the  time  I  am  35 (40,50,)  years  old  I  
will  have   traveled  to  ………………………. 
because  I  want   to  see……………………



Exercise 2. Make up sentences using the pictures in Future Perfect Tense

1.to finish                           2. to be                                                   

    
3. to reach                           4.to finish 

5.to finish                            6. to give



1. have / Jill / she / perfected / will / from / her / by the 
time / Japanese / comes / Tokyo. 

2. promotion /Melody / have / By December / will / her / 
received.

 3. gets home / Helen’s / cleaned / By the time / relatives / 
she / will / the house / have.

 4. to communicate / Steven / he / learned / Will / have / 
well / Chinese / before / enough / flies to Beijing? 

 5.finishes / have / By the time / twenty / taken / Jillian’s 
father / that course / he / will / online tests

Exercise  3. Make up sentences using the pictures  in Future Perfect Tense
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 What is the population of the USA?
 When you get this message I _______ (leave) for New York. 
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1. What’s the capital of the USA?
2. She _______(finish) the work by    Wednesday.
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 1. How many states are there in the USA? 
 2. Asel _____(finish) this report by tomorrow.
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 1. Who is the president of the USA nowadays? 
 2.They _______ (live) in Los Angeles by the end of the year .
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 1. What are the largest  cities in the USA?
 2. By the end of this year I _____(read)  all.
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 1. Where is USA situated?
 2. I ______ (buy) the tickets before Monday. 



Тест жауабы
             І- нұсқа                                                                      
1.  a
2.  a
3.  a
4.  c
5.  a
6.  b
7.  a
8.  a
9.  d
10. a

                 ІІ- нұсқа 
 1.  a
 2.  c
 3.  d
 4.  a
 5.  d 
 6.  a
 7.  d
 8.  a
 9.  a
 10. a
                                



1 - 2  -- 5 
3 - 4  -- 4
5 - 6  -- 3



The lesson 
is over

   Thank you for 
attention!  


